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CLIFTON SUSPENSION BRIDGE TRUST

CLIFTON SUSPENSION BRIDGE TOLL INQUIRY

CLOSING STATEMENT

CONTEXT OF THE APPLICATION

As outlined in Opening, the Clifton Suspension Bridge Act 1952 constituted the

Clifton Suspension Bridge Trust, incorporated the Trustees and conferred powers

and duties upon the Trustees in relation to the Bridge.

Highlighting the key statutory provisions for the purposes of this lnquiry:

Section 40(1) imposes a dutv on the Trustees to maintain the Bridge in

proper repair and working order.

Section 40(2) allows the Trustees to improve, renew, extend or replace the

Bridge or contribute towards the cost of such improvemeni, renewal,

extension or replacement.

Section 4l recognises that the roadway over the Bridge is a public highway.

Section 43 is a key provision - it gives the Trustees the power to levy and

demand Tolls for use of the Bridge as they think fit.

Section 53(2Xa) outlines how the Toll money should be applied. This refers

to the working and establishment expenses and the cost of maintenance and

repair or the Bridge and of the collection, recovery and disposal of Tolls,

payment of interest on any money borrowed and in providing a reserve fund

bv settinq aside such monies the Trustees think reasonable, so the fund

formed amounts to one which the Trustees consider to be sufficient to carry

out the purposes for which the fund is authorised to be applied.

Taken together, the statutory provisions make it clear that the Trustees have been

charged with overall responsibility for the Bridge and are given wide powers to

charge for its use and to use the monies raised to maintain and improve the Bridge.
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1.4 Section 40(3) of the 1952 Act makes it clear that the Trustees obligations in this

regard are to be met by the funds generated.

The Trustees consider that the funds generated through the Tolls are no longer

sufficient to carry out their statutory powers and duties appropriately and have

therefore applied to increase the Toll on the Clifton Suspension Bridge from a

maximum of 50 pence per crossing to a maximum of !1 per crossing.

BASIS OF THE APPLICATION

The Trustees application to revise the Clifton Suspension Bridge Toll is made

pursuant to Section 6 of the Transport Charges etc. (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act

1954.

Some question has been raised in respect of that application and whether it is valid.

I have already addressed you on this (and a written copy of my submission is

attached for ease of reference). Having heard from the objectors on this, our

position still stands. The key issues are that there is no prescribed form of

application (in fact there is no requirement even that it is in writing), the documents

submitted which effectively comprise of the application (the Economic case and

supporting papers) make it clear what the Trust is applying for and what it is

intending to achieve by the application (ie a t1 Toll). On considering these papers

the DfT suggested a form of adved which was acceptable and which reflected what

the Trustees were trying to achieve (see App to Mr McGoldrick's statement). The

only substantive change suggested by Dff was to impose a nil charge on

pedestrians and cyclists, as was the actual position in respect of collection and the

intended position in relation to fuiure collection. The purpose of the advert is to

allow people to make comments and to give their views - and people have done

that both in writing and at this lnquiry. There has been no claim of prejudice io

anyone (which is what the publication requirements are designed to avoid) and the

Secretary of State has the ability to grant an order in the form it sees fit. lndeed s.6

(2) states that the Minister may make such order as he thinks fit of "all or any of the

said charges, whether or not the subiect matter of the application". So I would

repeat my submission made at the beginning of the Inquiry that I cannot see on

what basis the application is invalid.
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z-J Tuning now to the substance of Section 6. Specifically this gives a power to the

Clifton Suspension Bridge Trustees (as an independent statutory undertaking) to

apply for the revision of its charges.

The general test contained in Section 6(2) is that the Minister must be satisfied ihat

"under the circumstances then exisiing it is proper to do so".

This is refined in Section 6(3) where it is said, in assessing whether an order should

be made, the Minister must have regard to the f inancial position and future

prospects of the Trust, and must not revise charges in such a way as would be

likely to result in the Trust receiving an annual income either substantially less or

substantially more than adequate to meet such expenditure on the working,

management and maintenance of the Bridge and such other costs, charges and

expenses as are reasonably chargeable io revenue, including reasonable

contributions to any reserve, contingency or other fund.

So in assessing whether that order should be made, consideration must be given to

the Trust's current financial position as well as its future prospects"

Current f inancial position

z.I Turning first to the current financial position of the Trust, this was dealt with by Tim

Baines and is supported in the projections and accounts

The projections contain the actual figures for 2012. These show that income from

the Tolls (through both cash and PAYC cards) was t1 ,393,000.

lf you add income from the visitors centre and the investment income (which was

derived from interest on the monies held by the Trust), that gives a total income for

2012 of tl ,736,000.

2.10 The expenditure for the same period (comprising management and bridge running

costs, including wages, and maintenance costs) came in at E1 ,923,000. However,

if you also take into account lhe 2012 investment gains (i.e. the increase in the

capital value of investments and pension fund losses), this resulted in a net surplus

Ior 2012 ot t212,00O.
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2.11 At end 2012 the designated reserves stood at about t8.0M (see page B ot 2012

accounts). This comprises t5.2M for an Emergency Repair Fund, !2.1M put aside

for the approximately t10M required for major maintenance projects and t700,000

put aside many years ago (before the last Toll lnquiry even) for the new visitors

centre. The remaining reserves (labelled free reserves in the accounts) are there to

fund any short term deficiencies in income as and when they arise. There is

currently approximately t400,000 of free reserves. Mr McGoldrick made a few

comments in relation to these monies. First he intimated that Mr Baines had said

that the t2.1M shouldn't be used. That is not what Mr Baines said in evidence. He

said that the f2.1M allows the major projects to get started now. On the t400,000

of free reserves, Mr Baines said that was effectively a small level of working capital

which is needed to allow the Bridge to operate.

2.12 ln any event, it is fair to say that the Trust's position is currently sound - they made

a small surplus on income, they have a reserye pot to dip into (t400,000) for any

deficiency in toll income or other day to day expenditure, they have put aside an

ERF of €5.2M (which, although you have heard from Mr Anderson and Mr Rees that

this is on the low side and should ultimately be increased to somewhere in the

region of t7.5M (ER) to t10M (DA), this is a longer term objective). They have also

earmarked just over f2m for the major maintenance projects required.

Future prospects of the Trust

2.13 However, it also necessary to look at the future prospects of ihe Trust.

2.14 As the draft 2012 accounts record (page 2) "During the year ended 2012, toll

income reduced to just under f 1.4m. This was anticipated and related directly io

the reopening of Bridge Valley Road". The accounts also record that "As expected

special project costs increased in 2012 as part of the planned engineering and

refurbishment work which is now necessary to maintain the bridge and preserve it

for future generations".

2.15 These two issues, which lwill look at in more detail in a moment, are the main

reasons why an increase in the Toll is required. As Mr Baines stated in his

evidence, the stark reality is that "with no increase in the cash Toll, the Trust will

lose money in every one of the next 10 years" (TB 5.2).



2.16 This would mean that the Trustees would need to draw on their reserves and, in

particular, the Emergency Repair Fund to such an extent that it would endanger the

viability of the Trust and bridge operation if a substantial uninsurable event and/or

repair were necessary. (TB 5,2)

2.17 That is a very concerning statement and not a position the Trust should be in.

2.18 Support for that position is to be found in the projections at Document 10 of the

Statement of case and the Accounts (Documeni 1 1).

Toll Proiections (i.e. lncome)

2.19 We went through the projections and traffic figures in some detail.

2.20 The Toll income figure is determined by the proiected users of the Bridge, both cash

and PAYC card holders.

2.21 lt was seen from the traffic volume graph (Doc B of the Statement of Case) that

since approximately 2001 there has been a significant and coniinuing decline in the

number of vehicles crossing the Bridge (from approximately 4.5M to just under

3.15M in 2012).

2.22 This is considered to be due to a number of factors including the recession,

alternatives such as Park and Ride, fuel and motor inflation and the general

promotion of sustainable transport (see page 4 of Toll Application).

2.23 2010 and 2011 saw a slight increase in those figures as a result of closure of the

Bridge Valley Road (DA in chief) - which meant that traffic had to use the Bridge,

but this was a temporary position (as it has reopened) and we are now back to

declining ioll figures. [Which, incidentally, is why these two year's figures are

unreliable in projecting fonruard, which was I believe suggested by one of the

objectorsl.

2.24 ln terms of projecting forward, it is difficult but it is considered that on the basis of

the current toll the users will continue to fall but not as starkly. That is why a fairly

steady and modest drop has been projected resulting in just over fu.Sm crossings

per annum - a reduction of about half a million crossings over the next 10 years.

Mr Anderson explained this in Chief.



2.25 The bottom line is, however, that if no change is made to the Toll and expenditure

remains as projected, there will be a cumulative deficit over 10 years of over t7.5m.

2.26 lf a ti toll is introduced, it is considered that the vehicle drop off will inevitably be

higher than if the Toll remains as it is" As explained by Mr Baines in Chief, an

additional 25"L drop off in cash tolls has been built into the figures and a 5%

reduction on PAYC users has also been applied (see permutations at Document

10). These are considered very much a worst case scenarios- DA/TB in Chief. The

increased cost to PAYC users will be nominal (TB 4.3, 5.5 and in chief) which is

why only 5% has been applied.

2.27 lt was noted that a number of slightly different permutations have been applied.

However, in contrast to leaving the Toll as it is, in all cases the cumulative 10 year

position results in a swing of about t500,000 each side of breakeven (assuming

expenditure remains as projected).

2.28 A 70 pence Toll was also looked at (TB 5.3) and similar adjustment has been made

in respect of a 70 pence toll, but with less of a drop off envisaged for cash users

because 70 pence is of course more attractive than t1 (TB in chief). Again, a

number of permutations have been worked through resulting in a 10 year

cumulative deficit of between t1 ,728,000 and E2,877,000 as against projected

expenditure.

2.29 The important point to note here as that this deficit would occur notwithstanding that

under a 70 pence Toll, PAYC cards would also be increased (which is obviously a

major concern of local residents and not something the Trust wants to do TB 5.4).

A t1 Toll avoids meaningful increases to the PAYC thus proiecting the regular

users (TB 5.4), which is the stated intention of the Trust.

Expenditure

2.30 Future expenditure is also dealt with by Mr Baines and appears in the projections.

The points to note are that:

lncluded are wages (the bridge operates 24 hours a day 365 days a year

and employs 24 staff): DA 2.3, bridge running costs such as electricity, safety

(a)



systems such as the weighbridge and CCTV. As well as pensions, bridge

and other insurances. These are all detailed in section 4 (page 8) of the

Application. These are going to remain fairly constant by their very nature

and, in terms of the projections, only build in limiied inflationary rises and will

be the same whether a Toll is 50 pence, 70 pence or f 1. (TB 6.3).

The same is true of investment and pension gains and losses and, again,

these remain the same in all projections.

There are significant major maintenance projects scheduled over the next 10

years and, although these will remain the same under each Toll projection, it

is fair to say that they are the item of expenditure which underpins the

application (TB 6.1).

2.31 The list of projects appears as Document 12 of the SofC. This is the latest list and

was updated in September 2012 (DA 2.5). Mr Anderson deals with each of these

projects in detail and he concludes that "all of the projects listed are required and

comprise of essential items of maintenance" (DA 2.5).

2.32 lt is worth recording the position given in chief and in cross examination as there

were deiailed questions on this and many of the projects were looked at. Mr

Anderson stated that ltems 1 to 17 and 24 onwards were all directly related to the

Bridge. ltems 1B to 23 are indirectly related to the Bridge in that they are items

which are required to manage the Bridge and therefore they are all items which

relate to the Trust's responsibility in relation to the Bridge. Mr Anderson stated in

this regard that if you don't have them then the Bridge cannot be managed

appropriately.

2.33 These projects are informed by an annual comprehensive risk assessment carried

out by Flint and Neill (ER 2.2) - who are the Trust's civil and structural engineers.

You have heard that they draw upon information collecied through inspections,

tests, investigations, maintenance work, research and technological developments

in order to identify and prioritise risks and to recommend on how best to miiigate

and manage those risks (ER 2.2). The latest risk assessment was carried oui a few

months ago and you have heard that the latest list of projects has been checked

against that risk assessment and still stands (DA in Chief).

(b)

(c)



2.34 Mr Rees was also clear in his evidence that the projects listed on the 10 year

maintenance schedule are included out of necessity (ER 4.1 ). When he was

questioned on this he too stated that where items did not consist of direct works io

the Bridge, they were items which were needed in terms of the operational use of

the Bridge (ER in Chief) and there becomes a point when you need to decide

whether you keep patching up the infrastructure or you replace it. That point has

come.

2.35 Of note is that when I asked Mr Baines what the position would be if you excluded

items 18 to 23 (which it seems are the only items which the objectors are

suggesting arguably rank behind the others), he confirmed that would not avoid the

necessity for an increase in the Toll (in Chief).

2.36 What Mr Rees has confirmed in his evidence is that, in terms of cost estimates, the

levels of planned expenditure are reasonable estimates (ER 4.2) and that, in fact,

budgets have been ref ined as better information has become available and

programming amended to align with the findings of the risk assessment (ER 2.7).

(Although recognising in Chief that it is not a precise science and, as Mr Anderson

stated, proiects can slip - partly because the scope can change as projects

progress and partly because of the consultation required and consents needed

because this is a Grade I listed structure). When asked whether the maintenance

expenditure is likely to go on and on at the levels projected, Mr Rees considered

not. He said that effectively there is a backlog of maintenance and, provided the

Trust continues with its diligent approach to the inspections and the maintenance,

then, apart from unforeseen events (which the ERF is designed to cover if monies

aren't available) there shouldn't be another maintenance problem in ten years. This

also addresses the point raised by Mr McKye who effectively was questioning

whether t 1 was enough. On this basis, it would be.

2.37 As I have noted, some of the objections question the need for the various items of

expenditure to be incurred. Those objections are subjective, are based on no

evidence (and are certainly not based on a detailed risk assessment and

consideration by professionals responsible for the Bridge). lt is, of course, (and with

respect) completely unsatisfactory to rely on the assertions of the public as to what

do or do not consist of projects which should be canied out. For one thing, they are

not qualified and don't have the experience or knowledge or information in froni of



them (DA in Chief). For another, each member of the public will have a different

view and I suspect no one will ever agree on what is required.

2.38 lt needs to be remembered that it is the statutory dutv of the Trustees to maintain

the bridge in proper repair and working order (section 40 CSBA 1952). When I

questioned Mr McGoldrick he accepted that the wording of the legislation does not

restrict this duty to the Bridge 'as a crossing' or 'as a road' and, whatever the

position in 1952, we all know that it is more than this. lt is Grade I Listed Structure

and a major tourist attraction. lt is the lcon of the area.

2.39 lt is probably worth noting here that even though both Mr Anderson and Mr Rees

are clear on the necessity for these works and for each of projecis, the test isn't one

of necessity: it is simply one of maintenance and ensuring that the money is being

spent within the terms of the Aci. ln this respect none of the works fall outside ot V
ihe terms of the legislation (and I don't think it is suggested they do- Mr McGoldrick ./ '

accepted that nothing in the legislation prevents the various items of works being

carried out - the issues discussed were ones of necessity and prioriiy). lt is clear

from the evidence that the Trust, on the basis of professional advice, on detailed

and informed analysis on a regular basis have put together a deiailed programme of

works (and the figures and the programme are all set out in Document 12), all of

which are designed to ensure the Bridge is maintained properly and that the

Trustees are fulfilling their statutory duty. This even includes the running costs of

the illuminations (which Mrs Buss confirmed the residents enjoy), which would fall

as an "improvement" within the 1952 Act, as would several other items of

expenditure which were looked at.

2.40 Unfortunately it is a fact that this has significant cost implications which need to be

addressed, and the only means of doing so is through the Toll.

2.41 What this all means financially is that if the current toll remains, over the next 10

years the annual loss is likely to be betvveen t291 ,000 and tl,260,000. lf the

application is approved, that annual figure will fall between a loss of t591,000 and

profit of f673,000 in any year. Essentially over the ten year period the Trust will

break even - which we submit does not result in the Trustees receiving income

substantially less or substantially more than is required - on the contrary it should

result in it receiving adequate income to allow it to fulfill its duties in respect of the

Bridge.



3.1

J,Z

OTHER MATTERS

The objectors have raised a number of issues, some of which have already been

covered, but others which I have not yet addressed.

Looking at these in turn:

The National Alliance Against Tolls has objected. They try to object to all

applications. Mr McGoldrick confirmed that it is the fact that the Bridge is

tolled which is the issue, rather than the increase. Mr Mccoldrick accepts

that objections which recommend either abolition of the Toll or that motorist

taxation should meet the costs of the Bridge would require a change in the

law. They are therefore inappropriate considerations for this lnquiry. The

possibility of other funding streams was been raised. Mr Baines confirmed

that the chances of securing this would just about be nil (and Mr McGoldrick f
agreed this would be unlikely) and, in any event, one off funding activities

would not resolve the issue (TB in Chief). Essentially the Act provides the

mechanism to fund the Bridge and that is through the levy of a Toll.

A suggestion that the money should not be used towards a visitors centre.

As you have heard, monies were put aside many years ago to fund a new

visitofs centre. The Lottery has recently awarded the Trust almost t600,000

which now enables this facility to be built. lt is the view of some of the

residents that this facility should not be built. However, it is not the view of

the local council, which has granted planning permission, nor of the Lottery

Fund, which has granted the money and which recognises the benefits such

a centre can bring (Doc 7 to Statement of Case). The provision of a visitors

centre is recognised by statute (referred to as a museum) as being

something the Trustees have the power to provide (CSBA 1986) and the

Trustees consider it an important feature in connection with the Bridge. The

important issue from your perspective is that, although the Trustees have the

power to use the Toll monies towards the provision of a visitors centre, it is

not doing so and monies generated by the Toll increase, if it is approved, will

not be applied towards that visitors centre (TB 2.3). ln any event, Mr Baines

confirmed (in Chief) that in the unlikely event that it was used, it would need

to be repaid. An issue was raised as to whether this requirement might be

waived by the Charity Commission. I am not sure that is of any relevance to

(a)

A

(b)

10



(c)

the application. Whatever the future position on this, the current position is

that there is an Act of Parliament which requires repayment of such monies

and that stands and it needs to be assumed will stand unless a formal

change is made.

There is also a claim that the Reserve Fund is too large or it should be used

to fund the maintenance projects and other expenditure. As noted, Section

53 of the CSBA 1952 places an obligation on the Trustees to provide a

reserve fund. lt should be noted that the size of that fund is entirely a matter

for the Trustees (see s"53(2)(a)). Section 53(3) states that the reserve fund

shall be available to answer any deficiency at any time happening in the

income of the Trust or to meet any extraordinary claim or demand at any

time arising against the Trustees in respect of the Trust or for payment of the

cost of renewing, improving or extending the bridge or any part of the works

forming pari of the Bridge or the cost of providing a new structure etc. lt has

been established that a reserve fund exists which currently sits at

approximately t5.2m as an Emergency Repair Fund. As already noted, Mr

Anderson believes that this is the minimum it should be - and it should

probably be about f10M (in Chief). Mr Rees said it should be sufficient to

cover one or two uninsurable and unforseen events. He gave the example of

a'strap defect' which would cost several millions if it became an issue. Mr

Rees commented that there is a need for the ERF due to the way the Bridge

is owned and structured and what it does do is to allow the Trustees to act

quickly if a catastrophic event occurred (which is presumably why the

legislation gives the Trustees a wide discretion to hold such a fund). ln

respect of whether these reserves should be used io fund the maintenance

and management of the Bridge, the answer is no for a number of reasons,

including that capital funds should not be used to pay for revenue deficits

else such deficits would go on indefinitely (TB 6.5(d)) and drawing down the

fund would reduce investment income and would use monies designed to be

used for unforeseen expenditure (TB 6.5 (d) and (e). Essentially depleting

such funds is dangerous (TB 6.5(a). By having such a fund, what the Trust

is doing is acting responsibly to avoid relying on other unidentifiable sources

to have to bail them out. lt will be noted from my questions to Mr

McGoldrick, that should he be entrusted with running the Bridge, he wouldn't

11



(d)

keep the reserves in place. His view is that this is the Government's or

someone else's problem and he would wait for a hand out. That cannot be

considered to be a responsible approach" lt should be noted that the

projections do not envisage Toll monies being used to increase the fund. As

Mr Baines said, he is hoping that it will grow on the basis of investment

values (TB ln Chief). Therefore this application is not being made to grow

these monies.

Some objectors are claiming that the Toll will result in significant increases

for regular users - lots of objections mention this and it is simply not the case.

The current PAYC cards, for the most regular users, allow crossings io be

made for 32.5 pence per crossing (TB 4.3). lf the Toll application is

approved, the Trust is proposing to increase this to 35 pence a crossing (TB

5.5). That is 2.5 pence increase on a crossing and will represent a 657"

discount on that crossing. That is nominal and not the 'hike' Mr Newman

suggests. ln fact Mrs Buss confirmed that, on the basis that these cards do

stay low and only rise with inflation, this is acceptable to herself and her

residents. As an additional and new initiative, the Trust is iniending to

introduce a discount convenience card which means that even those users

who do not cross that regularly can cross at 60 pence (a rise of 10 pence

against the current Toll) (TB 5.7). You have heard that the Leigh Woods

residents would like a commitment that the Trust don't put the PAYC cards

up by more than inflation. They refer to an e-petition which asks the DfT to

fix this. First, I don't think the secretary of State has any power to do this.

The proposal is, as has been discussed, to increase the maximum toll and

this is a concession by the trustees; it is voluntary in much the same way as

Mr McGoldrick pointed out happens on other bridges (there is no

requirement). Second, I would submit it is not necessary. You asked Mr

Baines about this. Quite rightly he couldn't give any cast iron guarantees as

he is not the Trust and it is not possible to say what may be required in the

future. However, he did explain very clearly the intention of the Trust. I

would suggest that what you have is equivalent to as good a commitment as

can be given. The whole basis of the application is made on trying to keep

those cards as low as possible. lt states what price they will go up by (which

is fairly modest). The projections have all been prepared on this basis. The

12



(e)

press releases from 2010 and all the evidence brought to this lnquiry is on

the basis of the prices being kept low" The minutes of ihe Trustee meetings

also reflect this, lthink all the objectors accepted that this is the genuine

intention of the Trust. Some of the previous card increases were raised, but

these are historical and Mr McGoldrick accepted that the last Toll application

was not based in any way on keeping these cards low and no commitment

was made at that time to do this. Whereas there has only been one increase

since 2007 (in 2009 when the 1000 crossing card and the 400 crossing card

only went up by 2.5 pence -TB in Chief) and there is therefore no reason to

suggest this will change. lndeed, if anything, if there is the opportunity, the

Trust would most likely reduce the PAYC cosis (TB 6.4).

The local residents also claim that the Toll will increase parking demand in

Leigh Woods. We heard lots of statements about this and what is clear is we

don't know how far a rise in the Toll might affect this. lt is also clear that there

are a variety of reasons why people park in Leigh Woods (DA in Chief). The

important point to note, so far as this ground for objection is concerned, is

that neither BCC's City Transport Group nor NSC's Highways and Transport

officers have objected to the proposed increase (see application document

4). NSC did highlight that it might result in an increase in demand for parking

in Leigh Woods and, as you have heard from Mr Anderson (in chief), he has

agreed to liaise with NSC and monitor this (and he has given his view on

how this might be done- recognising this needs to be agreed with the

Council). [Although Mr Newman said that is not the Trust's responsibility and

the Trust should not be getting itself involved in this exercise which I can't

quite understand given his concerns.l Nevertheless, that is what the Trust

will be doing. ln my submission, the parking issue is not of itself a reason for

not approving the application. The bottom line is that if there was a major

parking problem created in Leigh Woods as a result of this increase or

indeed any other matter which might cause people to park in Leigh Woods,

the Council would presumably have objected and they have powers available

to deal with that if it is considered necessary.

The same applies in relation to any claims that raising the Toll will divert

traffic to other highways. That may turn out to be the case to some degree

(although you heard from Mr Anderson that he doesn't expect this to be

13
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(s)

significant given the cost of PAYC cards), but there is no firm evidence that

this will happen and, again, those in charge of transport and highways at

BCC and NSC have not objected.

It is suggested that a 'Leigh Woods Resident' discount card should be

introduced. This is dealt with in section 6 of the application (page 13).

Essentially, it is considered there would be difficulties in issuing and policing

such cards. Mr Anderson confirmed that the current crossing system cannot

operate on a geographical basis. Also, as Mr Anderson observed (in Chief)

where do you draw the line - Leigh Woods? Abbots Leigh? Failand? Clifton?

Nailsea? Wider? There is also a question over whether the Trustees actually

have the power to do this is any event (see section 43(3) of the Act). Mrs

Buss felt that, although this would be giving a preference to Leigh Woods

residents, it would not be giving undue preference and she cited the Trust's

employees and disabled users as others who enjoy concessions" Trust

employees are covered expressly by The Act. Disabled users by other

legislation. lt is not a big point, but it is nonetheless an issue that this could

well be seen as giving one class of person undue preference. lt would also

be highly unusual- Mr McGoldrick said the only other bridge which has a

geographical element to it is Dartford. Probably the biggest issue is that it is

the Leigh Woods users who are amongst the most frequent users (see

objection letters generally) and, therefore, they are the people who will be

getting the biggest discounts (up to 65ol. discount per crossing) through the

PAYC cards.

There is also a general objection that the Toll should not be increased when

we are in a recession. Unfortunately, the fact that we are in straightened

economic times, whilst it might contribute to the fall in Bridge crossings, it

does nothing to help alleviate the Trust with the various liabilities it has in

relation to the Bridge. One thing which should be remembered in this

context is that even at t1 a crossing, it is still comparable (and in some

cases less than) a number of other tolled bridges (see Application) and yet it

is probably one of the most important and difficult bridges to maintain - as Mr

Rees observed -due to its age and the heritage aspects (ER in Chief).

(h)
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3.4

A few f inal issues:

A t1 Toll, as with the 50 pence Toll, also ensures that delays are minimised as in

the majority of cases it is expected that a single coin will be used. The more coins

used the, the longer the coin machine takes to count them which causes the

delays.(TB 5.8). For any other Toll (e.9. 70 pence) this would be an issue. Mr

Anderson said that this is not the reason for a t1 Toll but it is a factor (in Chief).

Charging pedestrians or cyclists. This proposal would itself be likely to provoke

huge objection (DA in Chief). ln any event, it is considered that putting this in place

would be impractical. lt would require separate systems for pedestrians and

bicycles and would require further man power (DA in Chief). The cost of collecting

and banking these Tolls would also make it impracticable (TB 5.9). This is
something which is reviewed frequently by the Trust and it is considered

inappropriate, particularly given the local authority's position on promoting

sustainable transport and alternatives to the car - and, indeed, when the local

authorities were consulted, they did not suggest this (DA in Chief). lt is therefore

not proposed that these are collected and, in view of this, the proposed Order

suggests that the Toll in respect of pedestrians and cyclists is formally removed.

The Clifton Suspension Bridge Trust is a charity (fB 2.1). lt is not a company which

can make and distribute profits. We are not looking here at a private developer or

an organisation irying to make a quick return. The only way the Trust can carry out

its duties in relation to the Bridge is to ensure that it generates enough revenue

through its Tolls to cover its costs. Realistically, there are no other funding streams

open to it (TB in Chief). The Acts outline how the Bridge is to be funded - it is from

the Tolls. You will recall that Mr Baines encouraged us to put all of this in context.

He referred to the fact it costs him t75 to fill up his car with fuel, €13 to park at

Cabot Circus and about t3 to park along most roads in the City Centre for a short

time. We are talking here of adding 2.5 pence to regular users in order to look after,

in his words, one of the most historic Bridges in Britain. A Bridge, which the

Charity, is responsible for.

Finally, you have heard that if the application is refused then the concessions will

need to be removed (TB in Chief). This will result in the regular users having to pay
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more, precisely what the Trust wants to avoid and what I suspect almost every

objector to this application wants to avoid too. Granting the €1 Toll protects those

users.

4 CONCLUSION

4.1 Evidence has been produced outlining the position of the Trust and its finances in

connection with the Bridge. This evidence supports the fact ihat an increase is

required if the Trust is to properly carry out its duty of maintaining this significantly

important structure and transport Bridge in proper repair and working order, without

running at a loss and without depleting its reserve f und.

4.2 lt is my submission that nothing has been produced to the inquiry which undermines

ihat evidence or justif ication for an increase.

4.3 lt is therefore respectfully requested that an Order is made approving the

application.
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